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Romanian anti-communist armed resistance has received relatively little attention out-
side the country, despite its resemblance to other small, diffused, headless insurgencies
being fought in the first decades of the twenty-first century. This article deals with military
operations mounted against the partisans, with a special focus on tactics such as cordon-
ing, checkpoints, patrols, sweeps, ambushes, and informed strikes. Based mostly on pri-
mary sources, it highlights success and failure against determined and elusive guerrillas.

The general interest in the historical study of counterinsurgency (COIN), spurred by a

resurgence of the field and the practice after the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, is finally

reaching the long-neglected campaigns fought in the Eastern Bloc in the late 1940s and

throughout the 1950s. Over the last decade solid studies dealing with the asymmetric warfare

between communist governments and local nationalist partisans were published, helping to

cast doubt on the long-running assumption that Soviet and Soviet-inspired COIN practices

were culturally different from the Western approaches and therefore not really interesting

for the modern theorist or military leader.1 Most of these publications, though, deal with

the Soviet campaigns fought during and immediately after the Second World War against

nationalist Baltic, Polish, and Ukrainian guerrillas.2 Much less is available in English or

French on COINs waged by satellite governments such as communist Romania’s campaign

against local insurgents, a low-intensity, protracted conflict that lasted for a decade and a

half. Part of the existing literature is either very old, or very general with few specifics on

the nature of the conflict from a military perspective.3 Only a small number of articles deal

specifically with the military dimension of the conflict.4

This article aims to add to the existent literature an analysis of military operations

against Romanian anti-communist partisans, with a special focus on tactics such as cor-

doning, checkpoints, patrols, sweeps, ambushes, and informed strikes. To a large degree,

although technology has improved quite a great deal since the early post-war conflicts,

the tactics are still similar in present day campaigns and therefore the analysis has more

than a historical relevance. It does not engage, for reasons of brevity and coherence, with

extremely important elements that led to victory against the partisans; most notably, popu-

lation control approaches including deportations and the specifics of intelligence gathering
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186 A. Miroiu

and intelligence operations are absent from this analysis. The article begins with a short

introduction on the nature of the conflict and the opposing forces, continues with the

presentation of specific military operations and concludes with examples concerning the

elimination of specific guerrilla groups.

Although Romania quit the Nazi camp in late August 1944 and sent the remnants

of its army to fight its former allies in Hungary and Czechoslovakia during the last eight

months of the war, it still got treated as a defeated and occupied country. It was in a sense

understandable, as its pro-fascist government had taken part with enthusiasm in the war on

the Eastern Front and in the implementation of mass atrocities against civilians, at least

until over one hundred thousand Romanians were killed or captured during the Battle of

Stalingrad. Furthermore, when the Romanians quit the war on 23 August 1944, its armies

in the east of the country had been shattered by a powerful Soviet offensive and the Red

Army armored divisions were 150 kilometers from the capital of Bucharest with nothing

to stop them in between.5

While the country remained formally independent, the U.S.S.R. maintained troops in

the country until 1958 and thoroughly pursued a policy of Sovietization. Romanian com-

munists became members of the cabinet in August 1944 and were the dominant force in

government by March 1945. By June 1948 they had destroyed and banned all opposing

political parties and formations, created a puppet parliament, forced the king to flee, pro-

claimed a people’s republic and were embarking on a program to restructure the economy

and society on Stalinist lines, especially by nationalizing the main means of production,

including land.6

These policies, of course, resulted in mass discontent and quite often in demonstrations

of protest, usually repressed with violence by the authorities. Opponents were imprisoned by

the tens of thousands and territorial control was steadily expanded until the communists were

in control of the positions of authority in the most remote hamlets.7 Violence was routinely

and thoroughly exercised by the Soviet-backed political forces. The last government with

a non-leftist premier fell in late February 1945 to communist-led street violence in the

urban centers and rural riots and occupations of town halls by peasants demanding land

redistribution. Demonstrations against the new authorities, organized by the center and

right-wing parties were broken-up by workingmen squads led by communists, as epitomized

by the major 8 November 1945 protests. The elections of 1946 were conducted in an

atmosphere of violence, the authorities condoning coercive measures aimed at forcing

the electors to vote for the pro-Soviet party coalition. The breaking-up of the opposition

political parties, beginning with the National Peasants in the summer of 1947 and continuing

with the National Liberals, was accompanied by the arrest of thousands of their members,

a measure that followed similar mass arrests during the repression of less-mainstream

anti-communist organizations in 1946. Even more violent was the process of transforming

Romania from an emerging industrial capitalist country with a strong agricultural sector in a

state modeled on Stalinist lines. Both the nationalization of privately owned enterprises and

the collectivization of agriculture meant, in addition to a painful process of adaptation, the

arrest of hundreds of thousands of class enemies. Again following the Soviet model, many

of those arrested were not simply sent to jail, but sent to massive labor camps, building

canals, dams, or working in the mines, often in atrocious conditions that led to the death

of a number of people that may never be wholly known. Tens of thousands of peasants

were deported hundreds of kilometers from their villages and forced to work on collective

farms in regions totally unknown to them. In the prisons, brutal beatings and other forms

of torture were common, again leading to the death of many opponents of the regime or

people unlucky enough to be deemed as such.8
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Military Operations in Romanian Anti-Partisan Warfare, 1944–1958 187

In addition to the peaceful protests, though, dozens of groups in virtually all of the

regions of the country took up arms for direct armed resistance against those whom they

perceived as the tools of a foreign oppressor. Nothing united these groups except strong

nationalist feelings and perhaps the hope that they were fighting in the initial skirmishes of a

new war opposing the democratic and the communist blocs. These partisan formations were

never larger than two dozen fighters, lightly armed with hand guns, hunting and assault rifles,

grenades and very rarely automatic weapons. Overwhelmingly formed of peasants, but

sometimes including refugees from the cities, students, former military officers, tradesmen

or former business owners, they generally operated in remote regions close to the villages of

some members of the group.9 Romanian guerrillas mounted attacks against local communist

officials and propaganda campaigns by distributing leaflets and manifestoes; they attacked

official buildings such as town halls, mountain lodges and tax offices and communist-

organized meetings and balls and sometimes engaged in outright banditry to support their

activities.

Politically, they belonged to almost the entire spectrum of pre-war Romania, from

non-affiliated to members of the historical parties (national liberals and national peasants),

members of left-wing organizations and even former communists to a significant number of

members of fascist organizations such as the Iron Guard.10 Some of the leaders of the main

guerrilla groups had a purely military background, such as Major Nicolae Dabija who led a

strong group in the Apuseni Mountains in the West of the country or Colonel Ioan Uţă, com-

mander of a group from south-eastern Romania. Others, such as Vasile Macoveiciuc were

nationalists who had been through German-led guerrilla schools established near the front-

lines in the summer of 1944. Military-trained guerrillas included Gavrilă Olteanu, an anti-

Semitic and anti-Hungarian radical guilty of war crimes who claimed to fight on behalf of a

prominent leader of the National-Peasants Party. Some fascist guerrillas were home-grown

and trained, like the high-school students from the central Transylvanian town of Făgăraş,

or the most elusive anti-communist fighter, Ion Gavrilă Ogoranu, who escaped capture until

1976. Others, though, such as Filon Verca, went through Nazi sabotage schools established

in Austria after Romania changed sides in August 1944 and were parachuted in the country

in the last winter of the war. It made sense, in a way, for many anti-communist armed groups

to have leaders or to be wholly composed of members of pro-fascist organizations, as they

had been the most radical opponents of the Soviet Union and already had paramilitary train-

ing and, as the history of pre-war Romania shows, a penchant for armed violence. Yet many

other guerrillas and guerrilla leaders had loose political associations with any groups, if

any.

One could raise a legitimate question: given the multitude of backgrounds and reasons

these rebels had to take up arms against the government and especially given the fact that

there was never a unified organizational or even ideological structure overseeing them,

could they truly be interpreted as guerrillas? In the assessment of this author the answer

is in the positive. From the operational and tactical perspective, which is the angle of this

article, the Romanian anti-communist armed rebels were guerrillas, in the sense of armed

irregular opponents of a political regime, fighting for its reversal and a different political

order. Very rarely were they lone wolves on the run; more often than not they operated

in groups in which political issues were hotly debated and the bonds were forged in their

common and conscious opposition to the Soviet-imposed regime.11 In this, they were far

more than the “primitive rebels” Eric Hobsbawm wrote about, although they fared less well

in organizational terms than their correspondents among the Lithuanian “Forest Brothers”

or from the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists.12
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188 A. Miroiu

Opposing them were the military and paramilitary formations of the communist-

controlled and organized intelligence and law enforcement agencies. All the intelligence

structures of the country (among whom one could mention the Special Information Service

and the State Security) were merged between 1948 and 1951 in an institution modeled on

the Soviet KGB, Direcţia Generală a Securităţii Poporului (General Directorate of People’s

Security, Securitate). In addition to information-gathering structures, the Securitate had its

own military formations up to the brigade strength. The law enforcement organizations such

as the police and the rural gendarmes were likewise amalgamated in the People’s Militia.

Lightly armed and more useful for gathering intelligence on the ground, Militia officers

could be used in ad-hoc anti-partisan strike teams or in support of Securitate formations.

The cooperation of Militia and Securitate in anti-guerrilla operations was, as we will see,

a prominent feature of the campaign.13 As the insurgency was mostly local and territorial

control virtually assured the inability of partisan groups to communicate with each other,

there was never a need to create a unified command structure for dealing with the partisans.

The efforts, albeit difficult and prolonged, were local. Responsibilities lasted with regional

and local commanders and officers; to a much larger degree than in the campaigns fought in

the same period by the British or the French, this was a conflict of the captains, lieutenants

and non-commissioned officers (NCOs).

As the Romanian counterinsurgents faced very mobile, lightly armed opponents who

above all avoided to openly challenging them, by necessity some of the features experienced

in contemporary COIN campaigns elsewhere were absent in this case. The technological

advantage that governments usually enjoy in COINs was insignificant after the defeat of

the urban subversive groups.14 Heavy artillery or aviation were not useful against the small

partisan groups, who learned early on to move mostly at night and to make the best of

the mountainous, forested areas which they tended to roam. In only one case the partisans

mounted an attack on a village with the intention to occupy it and use it as a liberated, safe

permanent base, and in this case the authorities sent in heavy forces. In this case, a group

from the Turda County led by air commodore Diamandi Ionescu occupied in August 1949

the village of Muntele Băişorii, taking over the town hall, removing communist portraits and

flags and burning documents. The representatives of the local authorities were sequestered

in a house. Within hours, trucks of governmental troops with artillery made their way to the

village, but the guerrillas managed to escape.15 Intelligence led to the eventual capture of

the group members and the destruction of their support network, with five of them executed

in communist prisons.

The small size of the opponents and the danger they posed were the main causes why

Romanian COIN was entirely conducted by the police and the intelligence agencies rather

than the army. Despite this, as it will be shown in the following paragraphs, there were

cases when massive forces, ranging to thousands of troops and many battalions were used

in certain anti-partisan operations.

Usually, the teams who made the arrests when a rebel or subversive element had

been identified by intelligence and no significant resistance was expected were quite small.

Arrests took place at night. Initially made by a team of four, this was increased to six in 1949

and provisions were made for the reconnaissance of the target’s house before proceeding to

the capture.16 When miscalculations were made and too small teams were sent, the decision

could misfire badly. The Macavei brothers, partisans working with the group of former army

Major Nicolae Dabija in the Apuseni and sympathizers of the opposition National Peasants

Party, proved particularly hard to capture. Resisting arrest for gold trafficking (which was

the reason for them joining the guerrillas), they wounded four gendarmes in July 1948. In

October the same year, Alexandru Macavei killed two gendarmes who tried to arrest him.17
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Military Operations in Romanian Anti-Partisan Warfare, 1944–1958 189

When resistance was expected or when the numbers of those expected to be captured was

high, far larger formations were sent in. In the early 1950s the Securitate sent a whole

company to make arrests in the villages supporting the partisans led by Teodor Şuşman, a

former local mayor close to the National Peasants Party.18 In the summer of 1950, when

villages to the north of Bucharest erupted in anti-collectivization riots, the government sent

in for pacification and arrests a Securitate battalion and two additional companies.19 For

the arrest of Iosif Capotă, the leader of a subversive group in central Transylvania who was

deemed to be armed and dangerous, an entire Securitate battalion surrounded the village

of Brăişor on the night of 6 to 7 December 1957; an intervention team caught the target

unawares and prevented him from taking poison.20 Capotă and his co-leader Iosif Dejeu,

both militants of the National Peasants Party, were executed in September 1958.

These targeted actions, following a flux of intelligence, were the culmination of more

traditional approaches to dealing with partisans. These comprised, like in many other

examples throughout history, patrols, checkpoints, searches, and sweeps through the areas

with guerrilla activity. When informant action produced little or no results in the case of the

Bukovina-based partisans led by Constantin Cenuşă in 1950, the regional Militia divided

its forces at checkpoints, with 12 teams each made of three Militia NCOs blocking strategic

points on the different routes assumed to be used by the partisans. The anti-partisan squads

were armed with rifles and some had hand grenades.21 As this came to naught, in the fall of

the same year the authorities decided the formation of more ambush points on the mountain

routes.22 When fixed solutions again disappointed, the Militia switched to mobile tactics,

with patrols in three villages tasked with scouting the areas and the surveillance of the

houses of those suspected of supporting the partisans.23

Similar approaches were taken in April 1954 by the Operative Group Făgăraş, a task

force specially set to deal with the Ion Gavrilă Ogoranu legionary (fascist) group operating

on the northern slopes of the Făgăraş Mountains. They combined the use of a counter-

gang comprising officers disguised as tourists with patrols and ambush groups, as well as

sweeps through the forests.24 In 1948–1950 patrols were regularly mounted in the Vlădeasa

Mountains, with very little success.25 Sometimes these tactics were reactive and hasty, such

as the action of the Mehedinţi Militia after the partisans had kidnapped and killed two

local party leaders on 24/25 August 1949. The Militia organized patrols, cordon and sweep

operations involving well over 50 officers, again with no success.26

However, the reason why patrols and checkpoints were never abandoned was that there

were indeed cases when simple patrols and searches could score massive hits against the

partisans, especially if they could call on support in case they stumbled on their opponents.27

In the summer of 1949, near the Crucea village in Dobrudja (in south-eastern Romania),

during a routine patrol, the Militia chief of the village’s station and one Militia soldier were

informed of a villager that was producing illegal alcohol. The search of his house revealed

armed rebels, who ran after opening fire on the two Militia men. After a prolonged chase

including fire-fights and horseback racing, the reinforcements came to the scene, mostly

made of other Militia officers and armed local communists and the rebels were pinned

down. One of the fugitives was mortally shot and the other two surrendered.28 In the spring

of the same year, checkpoints scored a big hit in south-western Romania. After a group of

six guerrillas were discovered in the village of Izverna on 27 March, watching posts were

established by local Militia. On 31 March, partisans were seen by watchmen and a fire-fight

erupted, leaving the guerrillas dead. The government’s forces were made of seven Militia

officers, seven forest rangers, and three civilians.29

Sweeps, involving the combing by a large number of troops of relatively large and

difficult areas, mostly forested and with many possible hideouts were another feature of
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190 A. Miroiu

Romanian COIN. They could take place during daytime, but they were also employed during

the night, such as the 4 a.m. raid on Christmas night 1950 mounted by mixed Securitate-

Militia squads descending on objectives in the Bukovina villages of Putna and Straja and

searching the suspected houses for partisans.30 Sweeps of company-size Securitate forces

were quite common, such as in late August and early September 1952 when a battle group of

these dimensions was dispatched against the Gavrilă group who had just attacked shepherd

layers in the region of Făgăraş.31

Large-scale operations were also mounted. More often than not, they were the product

of frustration of superior command after the rebels had escaped from engagements or were

simply too stealthy or too well hidden. After the attack of Gavrilă’s partisans on a cabin

in the Negoiu Mountain and a gunfight with a squad of four Securitate officers in early

November 1953, a huge sweep through the guerrilla’s areas of operations was ordered. The

authorities amassed no less than six Securitate battalions, an independent company and 50

specially trained dogs who combed the forests under the general command of the director of

the Stalin (Braşov) Regional Securitate, Colonel Ambruş.32 In a similar operation tracking

the scattered remains of the Teodor Şuşman group, who had been defeated in a gunfight in

July 1952, the Securitate used more than 2500 officers and troops as well as police dogs.33

The previously mentioned operation of July 1952 followed a successful ambush, which

was another preferred option of the government’s forces. The Şuşman partisans, numbering

seven fighters, were surprised by a Securitate company who knew that they were going

to cross a particular river. In the gunfight and the ensuing pursuit two rebels were killed

and the other scattered, never to form a combat unit again.34 Ambushes were employed in

Bukovina against the notoriously elusive guerrillas of Constantin Cenuşă. In one particular

case, 15 teams of up to 6 Securitate officers were to guard the houses from where the

partisans might be helped.35 In this case they were unsuccessful, but the next year partisan

Vasile Motrescu was captured by a Militia squad in one of the ambush points.36 Unlike

the reactive sweeps, which seldom produced any results, ambushes mounted after previous

contact had been made with the guerrillas could result in victory for the government’s

forces. In a south-western Romanian village on 13 May 1949 two armed partisans attacked

a local Militia officer. The next night the Militia organized an ambush at the house of the

brother of one of the guerrillas; the partisan appeared and died after a short fire-fight with

two Militia officers.37

Perhaps the most successful operations were those mounted by the authorities whenever

they possessed information regarding the location of armed rebels or their supporters.

These “informed strikes” allowed the counterinsurgents to gather forces better suited to

apprehending or subduing the guerrillas. Sometimes, the killing of the leader of the group

in shoot-outs with the government’s forces was enough to destroy an entire group, like in

the case of the group led by Vasile Cămăruţă which operated between 1949 and 1952 in the

Baia County in Moldova.38 In other cases, such as that of the National Resistance Movement

and the “Haiduks of Avram Iancu,” which had been thoroughly infiltrated by government

agents, coordinated strikes led to the destruction of the organizations through simultaneous

arrests on 28 May 1946, which resulted in 30 members captured without resistance.39 The

following paragraphs present different “informed strikes” against the partisans and their

outcome.

In 1949 the Securitate recruited an informer connected to some of the young members

of the Popşa group operating in the region of Maramureş. He relayed the location of the

group in a house of a miller and six Securitate and Militia agents were sent against them.

The house was surrounded and the rebels opened fire on the government’s troops with

automatic weapons and grenades. After a thirty-minute fire-fight one rebel was killed,
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Military Operations in Romanian Anti-Partisan Warfare, 1944–1958 191

three captured, and one managed to escape.40 In the same year 1949, in Dobrogea, the

Securitate used information from captured partisans to find out about the hideout of another

two members of their group in the village of Băltăgeşti. After a fire-fight with automatic

weapons and grenades the two were captured.41 In the Apuseni Mountains, the National

Peasants Party partisans led by Ştefan Popa were attacked by 200 Securitate troops from

the Sibiu Battalion on 8 March 1949. Three partisans were killed and two captured.42

1950 saw a series of coordinated, informed strikes against the guerrillas operating in

the Făgăraş Mountains. Tipped off by informers, a joint Securitate-Militia team of 29 men

attacked the partisan group led by Ion Gavrilă in the village of Râuşor during the night

of 14–15 November. A serious gunfight resulted in the death of a Militia sergeant major

(a political officer who volunteered for the action); another NCO was seriously wounded,

while four partisans were apprehended, one of them slightly wounded.43 In a follow-up

operation in the neighboring village of Părău two other partisans armed with an automatic

rifle, a rifle, a handgun and a grenade were surprised by the governmental troops, who shot

and killed one of them and captured the other.44

The next month a particularly gruesome operation took place in the same region,

which highlights many features of the Securitate’s modus operandi. In order to capture one

isolated partisan (Toma Pirău), the officers kidnapped his half-brother, who was blackmailed

to reveal the location of his kin. On 18 December he revealed the hideout of his brother,

who was hiding in the house of an uncle. Again, a joint Securitate-Militia team of 20 men

was formed and dispatched to the indicated place, which was completely surrounded. A

squad of six men stormed the objective, finding only the uncle, who was compelled to take

the team to his barn. The partisan, who was in the barn, opened fire on the communist

troops, killing a lieutenant. The entire detachment attacked the barn for an hour and a half,

during which another NCO was mortally wounded. After the shooting stopped, unwilling

to risk any more lives, the team dispatched the parents of the partisans in the barn, who

confirmed that their son was dead.45

The Ion Gavrilă group was seriously weakened by “informed strikes” in the summer

of 1954. On 6 August two platoons discovered and surrounded two members of the group

who were killed in a fire-fight; the troops had previous knowledge of their whereabouts

and had been led through by guides. Almost two weeks later a squad of eight Securitate

troops, informed by two local shepherds, discovered and attacked two other partisans,

one of them presumably Ion Gavrilă, who managed to escape after mortally wounding a

soldier. In this as well as in other actions the technical limitations of the weapons of the

government troops are obvious, some of them quickly blocking after a few shots (and maybe

also proving the stress or the lack of training of the soldiers).46 The next day, 20 August,

Gavrilă and four other guerrillas were surprised during a sweeping operation through the

forest. While he and three others were able to escape, partisan Ioan Iloiu was wounded and

captured.47

While the previous section has examined specific military operations used by the Ro-

manian communist authorities, this section deals with the destruction of particular groups,

highlighting the success of the counterinsurgency campaign but also its limitations.

Geographical features played a significant part in the conflict, more often than not

being an advantage to the guerrillas. However, there were instances where the struggle was

made particularly desperate for the partisans by the configuration of the terrain. The mostly

legionary (fascist) groups operating in Dobrogea, for instance, had to face the reality that

their region was an operational zone of the Red Army after 1944; Constanţa—the region’s

center and the most important maritime port of the country had the largest garrison of

Soviet troops in the country. The geographical features—plains and very small, easily
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192 A. Miroiu

accessible mountains meant that armed resistance was extremely difficult and that clashes

with the government’s forces were particularly lethal.48 In one such instance a future leader

of the Romanian Foreign Intelligence Service, Nicolae Doicaru, made his name. Doicaru

personally took part in the mission that led to the discovery and death of Gogu Puiu on 18

July 1949. The Securitate was tipped off by an informer concerning a meeting of rebels in

the village of Cobadin. A team of officers fell on the village, arrested people suspected to be

hosts and one of them revealed the location of Puiu, the recognized leader of resistance in

Dobrogea. After a fierce fire-fight in which he wounded an officer, the rebel briefly escaped

to another part of the village where he was again surrounded and was eventually killed by

a grenade explosion.49

Sheer mental exhaustion led to the surrender of some guerrillas. Constantin Cenuşă,

who had avoided numerous attempts to capture him, negotiated his surrender and that of

his last remaining partner through letters sent to local Securitate NCOs through a priest

who acted as an intermediary.50 The authorities were keen on finally apprehending them,

so two informers, one a forestry worker and the other a forest guard contacted the partisans,

intermediated a meeting between the two partisans and three Militia NCOs who tried to

persuade them to surrender. The partisans asked to be given a few days to collect their things,

meet the wives and they were granted their wishes, the Militia pulling out the squads that

were guarding the mountain roads. On 30 August 1951 the two partisans surrendered to a

team of seven Militia and Securitate officers.51

Good use of informers led to the collapse of a subversive group from Câmpulung

Moldovenesc. The Group of “Young Partisans,” numbering 13 high-school students, was

formed in the early 1950s and armed themselves by stealing weapons and ammunition

from the local hunting association. Before mounting any attacks they were arrested by the

Securitate in the summer of 1954.52 Treason and the use of informers led to the destruction of

an armed group called “King Michael’s Partisans—the Secret Army” operating in 1948–49

as a subversive organization in the Cluj-Gherla-Turda area and then as an armed resistance

group in the area Gherla-Dej. Up to 150 people had joined the organization; some were

leading a normal existence in their villages, being a support network for the armed guerrillas

living in the forests. While the support network was discovered through treason, the armed

partisans were apprehended through an informer, a neighbor of the leader of the group.

Hunted down and forced to surrender on 8 October 1949 after the Securitate officers

threatened to kill his brother, the leader of the rebels and his son were immediately taken

to the woods, killed and buried on the spot.53

The previously mentioned partisans led by Major Dabija were finally defeated through

a mixture of intelligence work, conventional military operations and treason. In early March

1949 Securitate troops captured partisan Traian Ihuţ, who testified about the location of the

partisans on Muntele Mare and about their strength. The local Securitate leadership decided

to attack the partisans immediately. A joint Securitate-Militia wipe-out operation started in

the morning of 4 March. A company of 80 troops from the Cluj Securitate Battalion and led

by the commander of regional Securitate, Colonel Mihai Patriciu, charged the peak 1201

where two strongholds of the partisans were situated. A gunfight started at 6:20 and lasted

for close to two hours, followed by hand-to-hand combat and the burning of the strongholds.

The Securitate troops had three dead and three wounded, while eleven partisans were killed,

including two females who were college students.54 Major Dabija and two other partisans

managed to escape this time. The Securitate troops that led the assault had been divided in

two platoons, the first led in by Traian Ihuţ who knew the area. The second platoon was

disoriented and during the fight disobeyed orders and mistakenly fired on the first platoon.

In a classic military operation, government soldiers used grenades to burn the strongholds
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and then fired automatic rifles at them. The location was not completely surrounded and this

is why the three partisans including Dabija were able to escape.55 Major Dabija was finally

captured on 22 March, being betrayed by a local villager in whose barn he was sleeping.

The informer brought three other villagers and a Militia officer and together they caught

Dabija in his sleep and brought him to the local Militia station.56 On 28 October 1949, 7

members of the group, including Major Nicolae Dabija were executed in Sibiu. In addition

to them, 13 other members were killed by the Securitate in April 1950, their deaths being

recorded as due to pulmonary diseases.57

The end of the group led by Teodor Şuşman came very slowly and was a mixture of

sheer desperation for the rebels and good, albeit painfully slow informative work of the

authorities. Teodor Şuşman committed suicide while hunted down by government troops

in December 1951. After a long and complex informative action, the last two members

of the group, two of Şuşman’s sons, were located in a barn by Securitate troops on 2

February 1958. Unable to capture them and after an inconclusive two-hour fire-fight, the

governmental forces burned the barn down, resulting in the deaths of the two. To showcase

the frustration of the authorities, at a following trial 17 people were convicted to long prison

terms for having aided the group members.58

Such trials were common in the case of partisans and their helpers. Massive reprisals

were also something quite common. Rebels Iosif Capotă and Alexandru Dejeu, who had

never mounted any armed attack, were sentenced to death and executed in Gherla on 2

September 1958. Their helpers got sentences between 8 years in jail and forced labor for

life.59 No less than 14 people who had belonged to Toma Arnăuţoiu’s group fighting in

the Argeş County were executed in 1959.60 These executions were part of the vast process

of destroying any political opposition in communist Romania. It is estimated that between

1952 and 1965 (therefore excluding the violent years 1945–1951) there were 129 death

penalties for political opponents, of which 75 sentences were carried out. In the same period

31,000 people were arrested and convicted for political crimes.61

These legal actions had another, darker counterpart. As previously mentioned, the Se-

curitate also carried illegal, summary executions of captured rebels. When the government

troops re-occupied the village held for a few hours by the guerrillas led by Diamandi

Ionescu, they shot as reprisals six villagers who had helped the rebels.62 In Mehedinţi, a

region in south-western Romania, on the night of 27/28 March 1948 two persons arrested

for destroying local telephone networks were taken for a reconstitution, apparently tried to

escape and were shot by their escort.63 In one of the most egregious cases, that eventually

raised the suspicions of the central Securitate command, the commander of Turda Regional

Securitate, frustrated of the inability of his subordinates to find local partisans, ordered

in August 1950 the summary execution of three rich peasants suspected of helping the

guerrillas. Lying to his own superiors about the murders, which he presented as deaths

in gun-fights, the commander was questioned and severely reprimanded, not for killing

innocents but for misrepresenting the truth.64

Classic military operations such as sweeps, cordons, patrols, and ambushes were all

employed in Romanian COIN, usually with extremely limited success unless previous

information had been obtained regarding the location of the guerrillas. Much like in other

contemporary campaigns against elusive guerrillas, such as the British military efforts

in Malaya, Kenya, or Cyprus, these large-scale operations were bound to yield meager

results. However, it can be argued that in the Romanian case “blind” operations with large

numbers of troops were even less useful; the British in Malaya or, for that matter, the French

in Algeria fought well-organized, politically and militarily coherent machines aiming to

move from asymmetric to conventional warfare. In those cases, massive scale conventional
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operations were useful not only to defeat the rebels operating in large numbers, but to “show

the flag” and effectively prevent the rebels from establishing “liberated areas.” In Romania

the armed rebels never amounted to such a threat and were more concerned with their own

survival and therefore conventional operations with many troops and based on scant or no

intelligence were bound to be useless.

However, when good intelligence was obtained and was swiftly interpreted and acted

on, even small teams of law enforcement and secret police personnel were able to destroy

guerrilla groups or apprehend lone armed rebels. In direct combat, the rebels had little

chances even against small numbers of government troops, although the latter often failed

to make good use of their numbers because of poor training, low quality weapons, and

less-than competent leadership. The process of forming good intelligence officers and to

train law enforcement officers and NCOs for dealing with armed rebels was lengthy and

not always thorough, as was the case in most other contemporary counterinsurgencies.

The government had to recruit these personnel from social strata with lower education

and backgrounds—as they were the only ones deemed reliable enough—and to put them

through crash-courses, a situation that not always led to the recruitment, training, and

deploying of the best cadres for the job. Moreover, the Romanian communist government

had neither the experience nor the resources to deal swiftly with the rebels, its main efforts

being focused during the late 1940s and throughout the 1950s on a total makeover of the

social and economic structures of the country in the image of the Soviet Union. This, as

well as the low level of threat from the guerrillas, helps explain why they were not crushed

earlier.

The combination of population control tactics through the deportation of their families

with constant intelligence work and continuous military presence in their areas often put

a strong psychological strain on the guerrillas, compelling some to surrender. The lack of

help from many locals, coupled with the increasingly distant prospect of the beginning of

a war between the capitalist West and the communist East also factored in many rebels’

decision to surrender, sometimes splintering a specific group and even leading, through

betrayal, to the capture of their comrades. However, as the analysis above has made it clear,

in most of the cases when luck did not favor the authorities or the partisans took good

care to stay hidden and were cautious about whom they trusted, victory came very slowly

and military operations were just a part of a much broader strategy. The Romanian case

highlights that even in the case of an authoritarian government, who needs not bother with

the rule of the law or external pressure and also exerts nearly complete population and

territorial control, a small, scattered, headless rebellion can survive for a very long time,

even absent widespread popular support.
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